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INTRODUCTION
Canadians are very proud of their health care system ("Medicare") and it is unique amongst developed countries in prohibiting a two-tier system so that those with private resources cannot jump ahead of needier patients queuing in the public system. However, there is great concern about the future sustainability of Medicare. Increasingly the following kinds of questions are being asked:
1. Should Canada allow a greater role for private financing (both private insurance and out-of-pocket payments) in order to reduce the burden on the public sector of growing health care costs?;
2. Should Canada allow for-profit providers to compete with public providers?;
3. Can Medicare be modernized such that it is flexible enough to rapidly respond to changes in technology and demographics and ensures equitable access across the country not only to hospital and physician services but also to drugs, home care, medical equipment, gene therapy, etc?

Canada is not alone in struggling with the complexities of managing and ensuring the sustainability of an equitable health care system. In this paper we take a snapshot look at the health systems in six different countries. We have selected for review the US, the UK, New Zealand, Australia, and the Netherlands in addition to Canada, as being countries of roughly similar wealth who, with the notable exception of the US, attempt to ensure coverage for all their citizens to some range of health care. However, notwithstanding this general commitment to universal access, across these countries there are notably different approaches to the mix of public and private financing. We also have selected these countries as in recent times they have all experimented with different health reform initiatives that may be of relevance in Canada. The profiles have been written with a view to describing how these six different systems function in terms of financing, controlling costs, ensuring access, and paying providers and briefly explaining recent health reform initiatives. The goal is to identify the salient lessons for Canada in terms of its own health reform agenda and where further research and study would prove fruitful for Canadian policymakers.
COUNTRY PROFILE: US

FINANCING AND COSTS
The US records the highest private share of total health care spending amongst OECD countries. The average amount of private financing of health care across OECD countries is 25.5% (1998). By comparison in the US private financing accounted for 55.8% of total health care spending in 1999. The US spends more than any country on health care. As the following table indicates the US leads the world in per capita health care spending (calculated on a Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) Basis) in 1998.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COUNTRY</th>
<th>RANK IN OECD</th>
<th>$ PER CAPITA (PPP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETHERLANDS</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSTRALIA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ZEALAND</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1424</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After 25 years of double-digit annual growth, the rate of growth of health spending did slow during the 1990s. The percentage of GDP devoted to health spending was 13.5% in 1998, roughly the same as the previous decade, but is projected to increase to 16.2% of GDP by 2008. Factors predicted to restrain growth in health care spending are the projected implementation of federal “balanced budget” legislation, the continued impact of managed care, and the effect of projected excess capacity among health providers.

HEALTH OUTCOMES
Despite its very high levels of spending the US does not perform well with regard to health care outcomes. The World Health Organization (WHO) ranked the US in terms of life expectancy in 1999 17th (men) and 18th (women) of the 28 OECD countries. In terms of infant mortality, in 1997 the U.S. ranked 22nd of 27 OECD countries. There are sharp inequalities in health care outcomes. For example, infant mortality rates are significantly higher among infants of black, Hawaiian, and American-Indian mothers (13.7, 9.0, and 8.7 deaths per 1,000 live births) and life expectancy is 6.9 years shorter for black males than for white males. In 1998, 22.2% of persons living below the poverty threshold reported fair or poor health compared to 5.7% of those with a family income of at least twice the poverty threshold.

COVERAGE AND ACCESS ISSUES
The overarching philosophy with respect to allocating health care is best described as a minimalist approach. The US is the only developed country to leave a significant proportion of its population (16.3%) without any health insurance. Most people have private insurance through their workplace and uninsured persons are concentrated in the under 65 population and often comprise the working poor.

There are two significant public programs, accounting for 45% of total health care spending, Medicare and Medicaid. Medicare is a federally funded health insurance plan available to persons over 65, the disabled and those suffering from permanent kidney failure. All benefits attract a mix of co-payments, co-insurance, user-charges or deductibles. Medicare does not cover some services at all including prescription drugs, dental care, cosmetic surgery, custodial care in the home or nursing home, routine physical examinations, routine eye care, some vaccinations and some preventive screening tests. Medicaid is a federal/state entitlement
program that pays for medical assistance for some of the poor (the cut-off level being determined on a state by state basis). The number of persons enrolled in Medicaid has risen dramatically due to recent expansions to cover more poor children and pregnant women. The scope of coverage under the Medicaid plan varies considerably from state to state. But each plan must offer certain basic services to most categorically needy populations and certain recipients (e.g. pregnant women, children under 18) must be excluded from having to pay user charges and all are exempt from co-payments for emergency services and family planning services.

The US, unlike Canada, New Zealand and the UK, does not seem to have the same problems with people queuing for care. However, of course waiting time measures primarily only pick up waiting times on the part of those who have insurance coverage and not the 16.3% who have no coverage at all. Do those US citizens who have insurance receive any more care given their higher rates of spending? A study published in 1996 of physicians services for the elderly in the US and Canada found that Canadians receive more basic care but 25% fewer surgical procedures such as cataract extractions and knee replacements. A study published in 1998, comparing back and neck hospitalizations in the province of Ontario and Washington State, found that surgical back and neck hospitalizations were three times as common in Washington. However, medical hospitalizations were twice as common in Ontario and people in Ontario were hospitalized longer for both surgical and non-surgical hospitalizations. Thus the evidence tends to suggest that Americans receive higher volumes of surgical and intensive kinds of care but that Canadians receive higher volumes of primary and preventive care.

SUPPLY

Hospitals
About 15% of community hospitals are for-profit, 60% not for-profit, and about 25% are state-local government hospitals. Given how high health care spending is the US it may be surprising for some to find that the US records a very low number of hospital beds (3.7 in-patient hospital beds per 1000 people compared to an OECD average of 7.4 beds per 1000 people.) The OECD also records that in 1999 the US had an average number of 0.9 in-patient bed days per capita which is around the OECD average but significantly lower than the Netherlands (3.6), Australia (2.4), and the UK (1.5).

Increasingly both public and private insurers are shifting from paying hospitals on a retrospective basis to paying them on a prospective basis. Since 1983, the Medicare scheme has paid hospitals on a "Prospective Payment System" for in-patient hospital services and hospitals are now paid according to a schedule of rates based on the average costs of producing services nation-wide for product lines defined by five hundred Diagnosis Related Groups ("DRGs"). Thus hospitals are not paid for the charges or costs actually incurred in a particular case. This was intended to provide an incentive for hospitals to operate more efficiently, as they are able to keep as profit any difference between their actual costs and the DRG payment. Some states also used this method to fund hospitals delivering Medicaid services.

Providers
What distinguishes the US from the rest of the world is the high ratio of specialists to general or family practitioners. In 1997 there were 51.2 family doctors for every specialist, just over half the OECD average of 101.7, and well below the figure of 103.6 family doctors for every specialist recorded in Canada. Most U.S. physicians are still paid on a fee-for-service basis. However, since the managed care revolution (discussed further below) other payment methods like capitation (a flat fee per patient to cover a broad range of health care needs for a year or some other time period) have become more popular. Despite these recent changes, on average US physicians are still paid at a much higher rate than physicians in other OECD countries. In 1996,
US physicians earned over three times as much as the average of the 10 OECD countries (Canada was not among them) for which income data were available. In recent years, American nurses have seen their rate of pay decline and this trend is more pronounced in states where managed care is prevalent.

**HEALTH REFORM**

**Managed Care**

In response to spiraling costs and the threat of the 1993 Clinton reform proposals, a “managed care revolution” has occurred in the private sector. In 1988, only 29% of full-time employees were enrolled in managed care organizations (MCOs) but by 1997 this has increased to 85%. Managed care has also spread to the public sector and in 1999 55.59% of all Medicaid recipients were enrolled in a MCO. There are a variety of MCOs but all subject the delivery of health "to some kind of intense utilization review that is more or less contemporaneous with the provision of the service." It is generally accepted that managed care has worked to curb the rate of growth in health care spending in the US. However, there has been acute public concern about limitations on access to care and the quality of care supplied by managed care plans. Consequently there has been a flurry of federal and state legislation aimed at protecting those who have private insurance from limitations on access to and diminishment in quality of health care. There are a variety of different managed care initiatives occurring in the US. Canada can use the US as a laboratory of initiatives, analyzing experiments with integrated network providers (particularly the traditional group or staff-model health maintenance organizations) capitation, utilization reviews, selective contracting, etc and adopt those successful initiatives that accord with Canadian values of equity and universal access.

**Lessons for Canada?**

1. Increased private financing does not equate with reduced health care spending.
2. Increased health care spending does not necessarily equate with better health care outcomes or necessarily a higher volume of services (Canadian seem to receive more every-day or basic health care services whilst Americans may receive more invasive, expensive surgical services). Increased health care spending does seem to be associated with higher prices for physician and hospital services.
3. The managed care revolution in the US has caused concerns about access and quality; however, some of these experiences are worthy of consideration if Canada can adopt these initiatives in a manner that is consistent with its values of equity and universal access.
COUNTRY PROFILE: CANADA

FINANCING AND COSTS
In 1998 Canada ranked fifth in the OECD in total health care spending per capita (calculated on a PPP basis\textsuperscript{28}), at $2,312, well ahead of the 1998 OECD average of $1,795\textsuperscript{29} and higher than the Netherlands, Australia, the UK and New Zealand but behind the US (see the table under "Costs" in the US profile). Looking at the last decade, since 1990 growth in per capita spending has leveled off once adjusted for inflation.\textsuperscript{30} However, recent announcements of funding injections by the Federal government may lift the rate of growth in health spending.\textsuperscript{31}

The private share of total health care spending in Canada has been steadily increasing over time and is now around 30%\textsuperscript{32} and the public share of health care spending in Canada is under 70%. The importance of private financing varies depending on the particular health service or good under discussion with, for example, private financing of drugs accounting for 64.8% of the total spent thereon.\textsuperscript{33} Compared to other OECD countries, there has been a sharp decline in Canada’s public share of total health spending and real per capita public spending began to decline in 1993 and continued to decline until 1997.\textsuperscript{34} In 1990 Canadian public health expenditures per capita were 34% above the OECD mean; in 1997 Canada’s public expenditures exceeded the OECD mean by 20%. This degree of fiscal constraint came as a dramatic shock to a system accustomed to generous levels of public spending on health care.

Constitutional responsibility for funding and regulating health care lies with the Canadian provinces. The Federal government assists provinces with health care funding through a combination of cash and tax points under the Canada Health and Social Transfer. As the federal government has sought to restrict growth in its spending on health services, its cash contribution has dropped significantly.\textsuperscript{35} There has been a concern that as a result the federal government would have correspondingly less power to enforce the Canada Health Act (CHA) vis-à-vis those provinces that allow user charges or extra-billing. However, with recent announcements of new Federal funding commitments the hope is that these concerns have dissipated.

HEALTH OUTCOMES
Canadians record comparatively good health outcomes and rank high in measures such as life expectancy, infant mortality and percentage of low birth weight babies. For example, in 1997 the Canadian infant mortality rate of 5.5 per 1,000 total births in Canada was significantly better than the OECD average of 7.3 (the average falls to 5.8 if Turkey is excluded), and that of the US at 7.2.\textsuperscript{36} However, looking at average figures alone can hide large disparities within a country. Of great concern is the relatively poor health status of aboriginal populations.\textsuperscript{37} Inequities in health outcomes and high rates of private financing for drugs, home care and other services may explain why the WHO in its 2000 Report ranked Canada a distant 35\textsuperscript{th} in “overall health system performance” and 30\textsuperscript{th} in “level of health”.\textsuperscript{38}

COVERAGE AND ACCESS ISSUES
In terms of philosophical approaches to health care, the guiding principle is that health care should be allocated on the basis of need and not ability to pay. However, the Canadian system, through the CHA, primarily protects and ensures public funding for hospital and physician services. There is significantly more private financing for prescription drugs (64.8% privately financed), home care etc. In particular, with respect to prescription drugs, only 45% of Canadians are publicly insured for drugs, (well below the OECD average for 12 countries of 89.7%\textsuperscript{39}) and 12% of the population are without any kind of coverage for drugs administered outside of hospital.\textsuperscript{40} The difficulty is that with changing technology and the shift of care out of institutions drug therapies and home care play a much more important role in the health care system than
when the fundamentals of the system were set down in the 1960s. This has contributed to a process of “passive privatization” as care is shifted from sites where it is 100% publicly funded to sites where there is much more of a mixture of private and public funding.

The translation of the CHA prohibitions on user charges and extra-billing into provincial plans has varied from province to province, but the effect has been to foreclose private insurance firms from covering the vast bulk of physician and hospital services. Nonetheless 22 million Canadians, or approximately 72% of the population, has some form of private health insurance coverage (either purchased directly from a private insurer or as part of an employee benefit plan). This insurance covers costs for things like prescription drugs, home care, etc that are only partly subsidized or not subsidized at all by the public sector.

An access issue that has received considerable public attention is growing waiting lists and times for non-emergency services. However, compared to other countries with universal publicly funded systems, Canada has a significantly smaller proportion of its population on waiting lists; 0.7% compared to Australia (0.8%), New Zealand (1.65%) and the U.K. (2.26%) but higher than the 0.51% recorded in the Netherlands.

SUPPLY
The Canadian system is often generically described as publicly funded yet privately delivered. There is nothing within the CHA preventing the supply of health services by private firms, even if they are for-profit organizations.

Hospitals
Canadian hospitals are primarily non-profit private institutions (despite being generally described as "public") that are dependent on public funding and are heavily regulated. Until recently, provincial ministries of health paid hospitals by way of annual global budgets. With the process of devolution, which has occurred in every province except Ontario, regional health authorities now often control most or all of hospital budgets and negotiate block or global budgets with hospitals.

Providers
As of 1998, Canada had 2.1 physicians per 1,000 people, slightly below the OECD average of 2.7. Although publicly funded, most Canadian physicians are generally private for-profit independent contractors. They contract with provincial governments through their provincial medical associations to supply publicly funded health services to Canadians. Generally, medical associations negotiate overall increases to the total amount of government funding for physician services and the medical associations determine how to allocate this increase between different physician services.

Like many countries, Canada relies upon family doctors to act as gatekeepers or filters to the rest of the health care system – patients must see a family doctor before they can get referred to a specialist, be admitted to hospital (except for an emergency), get a prescription, etc. Most physicians are paid on a fee-for-service basis, although concerns about the efficiency of this payment method have prompted many calls for reform. Since 1990, all provincial governments have sought to cap individual physicians' billings, clawing back amounts paid over an annual billing limit. There also have been trial experiments with paying physicians on a capitation basis (a lump sum per annum per individual enrolled with the physician irrespective of how many times the individual visits the physician), a salary basis, or some combination of these.
Nurses are generally employees of public hospitals and are paid by way of a salary. Provincial governments have been successful in controlling growth in hospital spending; however, this success has adversely affected nurses as many nursing positions have been lost or reduced to part-time. Many argue that this trend to reduce the number of nurses has reduced the quality of care received in hospitals and imposed burdens on family members who may feel required to provide nursing care to family members themselves or retain private nurses to do so - even in the hospital setting. Still, while the ratio of nurses to population has declined from 11.1 in 1990 to 7.5 in 1998, Canada is still ahead of the OECD average of 6.85 per 1000 people in this category.

Canadians are concerned about physician and nurse shortages. In 1999, 584 physicians left Canada and 343 physicians returned. The Canadian Nurses Association predicts there will be a shortage of 59,000 to 113,000 nurses by 2011. However, health policy scholars tend to characterize these problems not as a shortage of health care providers but rather problems of maldistribution both in terms of utilization of skill and geography. Canada’s geography means that it is often costly to ensure access to even basic health care services in remote locations. Part of the difficulty lies in attracting and keeping physicians in remote areas when physicians are still able to make reasonable incomes in urban areas (because of the fee-for-service payment system). Another factor is the lure of higher salaries in the US.

HEALTH REFORM
On a province-by-province basis Canada has experimented with a number of initiatives like devolution and shifting to home care. Devolution of responsibilities from central health ministries to regional authorities for planning, priority setting, allocating funds and managing health care services has occurred in every province except Ontario. Even in Ontario, there has been devolution of funding for home care services to "Community Care Access Centres." In no province, however, has responsibility for funding physician services been devolved to regional authorities, thus significantly hampering the capacity of regional authorities to make cost-effective resource allocation decisions. The benefit of devolution is often said to be that decision-making is shifted closer to those most affected by the decisions and thus the process becomes more reflective of local needs but it is not clear that devolving authority to smaller agencies will alone improve responsiveness and accountability. What is required is attention to the incentives that regional health authorities have to make good decisions.

Since 1990, provincial governments have sought to shift the site of care from hospitals and institutions and into the community and home care sectors. As a result, the proportion of total health spending on hospitals has declined in the last 20 years from 42.5% in 1979 to (an estimated) 31.6% in 1999. As well, the ratio of inpatient care beds to population (beds per 1,000 people) declined from 6.2 in 1990 to 4.7 in 1997, much lower than the 1997 OECD average of 7.4 beds per 1000 people. Spending on home care has increased considerably but as home care is not protected by the CHA (even when a direct substitution for hospital care) public funding of home care varies significantly from province to province as does the extent to which quality is regulated. There have been calls to establish a national home care program but as yet no national plan has been implemented. Many home care services are now delivered in the home by a mix of for-profit and non-profit firms competing for contracts with both public and private insurers. The Ontario government has moved to a system of competitive contracting out for home care services and concerns have been raised about whether this initiative will result in a drop in quality and an increase in costs. In analyzing these reforms there is much to be learnt from the experiences with contracting out implemented as part of internal market reform in both the UK and New Zealand and this is discussed further in the Management section of this report.
COUNTRY PROFILE: AUSTRALIA

FINANCING AND COSTS
Relative to the economy, Australia’s expenditures on health have remained stable throughout the 1990s, rising from 8.2% of total GDP in 1990 to 8.5 per cent in 1998.\(^6^9\) The average annual growth rate in total health services expenditures (using constant price estimating method) between 1960-61 and 1997-98 was 5%.\(^6^9\) In recent years the growth rate seems to have increased slightly from 3.7% in 1992-93 to 4.9% in 1997-98, although still below growth rates in the 1970s and 1980s.

As in Canada approximately 70% of health care spending comes from the public sector and 30% from the private sector. However, the Australian Commonwealth government funds a far greater proportion of health care than the Canadian Federal government. In 1997-98, the Commonwealth government directly funded 45.2% of total health care spending\(^6^1\) whereas the Canadian Federal government only directly funded 3.8%.\(^6^2\) Unlike Canada’s Federal government, the Commonwealth government takes direct responsibility for certain sectors. It is the primary public insurer of prescription drugs and physician services. It also funds approximately 50% of spending on public hospitals.\(^6^3\) This funding takes the form of annual block grants, the amounts being negotiated in five-year agreements between the Commonwealth government and the various states, and the states agree not to allow user charges for public hospital services.\(^6^4\) The main role of state governments is to fund the capital and operating costs of hospitals: approximately 69% of state outlays are used for that purpose.\(^6^5\)

Of particular interest in the Canadian context given some recent calls for the Federal government to manage a national pharmaceutical plan\(^6^6\) is that the Commonwealth government operates a national Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS). One of the impediments to putting in place a national prescription drug plan in Canada is a concern about the potential for skyrocketing costs. Lessons could be taken from Australia in this regard where the Commonwealth government considers itself to have a good record in containing the prices of drugs.\(^6^7\) The PBS will not subsidize a drug under the scheme unless it receives a positive assessment with respect to safety, quality, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness criteria.\(^6^8\) The PBS subsidizes approximately 75% of all prescriptions in Australia, and the average subsidy is 57% of the prescription cost.\(^6^9\) Thus there is still significant cost sharing but this is in the context of a coherent national system that ensures access for those to whom cost would be a barrier.

HEALTH OUTCOMES
Australia performs very well on what aggregate measures there are of health outcomes with an infant mortality rate and life expectancy rates similar to that recorded in Canada.\(^7^0\) As in Canada, although Australia’s population on average enjoys relatively good health, certain segments of the population such as Aboriginal people and the disadvantaged do not. For example, infant mortality rates among Aboriginal children are 3.1 to 3.5 times higher than for the rest of the population.\(^7^1\) There is a 3.6-year difference between the life expectancy of a male in the lowest socioeconomic group and a male in the top group and a 1.9-year difference for females.\(^7^2\)

COVERAGE AND ACCESS ISSUES
The guiding philosophical principle is that health care should be allocated on the basis of need and not ability to pay. However, as in Canada there are limitations on the extent to which this principle is applied. In particular, the Australian system is guided by a commitment to encourage funding of the system from private sources.\(^7^3\) In order to reconcile this aspiration together with a commitment to ensuring access for those who need it, Australia has a complicated system of
safety-nets and exceptions to its requirements for out-of-pocket payments (user charges) and there are also many direct and indirect public subsidies of the private insurance sector.

General patients must pay out-of-pocket any fee charged by a doctor (outside of a hospital) above and beyond 85% of the fee prescribed in the Commonwealth government’s Medicare Benefits Schedule (“MBS”) of fees. Australian physicians may extra-bill; however, the fact that private insurers are prohibited from providing coverage for additional charges beyond the 85% subsidy is viewed as a mechanism to restrain unnecessary fee increases. In any event, once a general patient pays more than A$276 in physician fees in a year, they are exempt from further charges. Moreover, the “bulk-billing” scheme instituted by the Commonwealth government (discussed below under Physicians) means there are relatively few physicians who bill patients more than 85% of the MBS schedule. Concessional patients (people who receive certain pensions, benefits or cards administered by the Departments of Family and Children’s Services or Veterans’ Affairs, or who meet certain criteria for being declared to be disadvantaged) are not required to pay any user fees at all. With respect to pharmaceuticals, general patients are required to pay up to A$20.60 per prescription item up to a total of A$612 per year after which they are required to only pay A$3.30 per prescription item. Concessional patients are only required to pay A$3.20 per prescription item up to an annual cap of A$166.40, beyond which prescriptions are free. Care in public hospitals is free. However, if an individual chooses to be a private patient in a public hospital (thus allowing the patient to choose their own doctor) or goes to a private hospital, the Commonwealth government pays only 75% of the fee prescribed in the MBS towards the physician’s fees. All other costs (including facility fees, etc) are the responsibility of the patient (and, if applicable, his/her private insurer). For community care, clients pay different fees for services depending on the type of service and the client’s capacity to pay.

Australians buy private insurance so that they can choose their own doctor in public hospitals, avoid waiting for elective surgery in public hospitals, and cover the cost of ancillary goods and services such as dental care. By the end of March 2000, 32.7% of Australians had private insurance. Private insurers must “community-rate” their premiums and are not allowed to charge higher rates to high-risk individuals (the elderly, the chronically ill, etc.)

In terms of timeliness of care, there are concerns with regard to waiting times for specialists and surgery in the public sector. The Australians have a two-tier system as those with private insurance or with sufficient resources can buy care in private hospitals rather than queuing in the public sector. Tuohy, Flood and Stabile calculate that in 1997, 0.8 per cent of the Australian population was on a waiting list which is not as low as the figures of 0.51% and 0.62% recorded, respectively, in the Netherlands and Canada. It is, however, significantly better than the 2.48% and the 2.56% recorded, respectively, in New Zealand and England.

SUPPLY

Hospitals

In 1997, 61% of hospitals were publicly owned and accounted for 71% of hospital beds and 74% of bed-days. Public hospitals are usually larger and treat more complex cases than private hospitals. As in Canada, Australia is slowly shifting away from institutional care. Public spending in the hospital sector grew by only 3.1% between 1976 and 1998. By comparison spending on private hospital services, medical services and pharmaceuticals increased, respectively, by 6.8%, 4.3% and 4.3%. Still, Australians are among the highest hospital users in the world, averaging 2.4 in-patient bed-days per capita in 1997, in comparison with 0.9 in the United States, 1.6 in the United Kingdom and 0.9 in New Zealand. How states reimburse public hospitals varies from state-to-state, but it is a mixture of global budgets and “casemix” or “DRGs” (Diagnostic Related Groups) where hospitals receive a fee for treatment of a particular
episode of care. Where implemented, the casemix system has led to a drop in the average length of stay in hospitals.86

Providers
Australia had 2.5 physicians per 1000 people in 1997, a figure similar to Canada and the United States.87 As in Canada, Australia’s physicians are private entrepreneurs and paid on a fee-for-service basis. The price for a service (and whether or not Medicare covers it) is set out by the MBS. The Medical Services Advisory Committee determines whether or not a new procedure should be added to the list of publicly funded physician services on the basis of, “safety, cost-effectiveness and benefit to patients.”88

Australian physicians are able to extra-bill; however, technically patients must pay out-of-pocket for physicians’ services and then claim reimbursement from Medicare or alternatively obtain from Medicare a cheque made out to the physician. This provides a strong incentive for both physicians and patients to voluntarily participate in what is known as the “bulk-billing” scheme. In this scheme government pays physicians directly for all services up to 85% of the tariffs set in the MBS but physicians agree not to extra-bill (i.e. charge patients any additional fees.) Patients are attracted to physicians who have entered into the bulk-billing scheme as they avoid paying user charges and physicians like bulk billing as the government is a reliable source of funding and having one payer avoids administrative costs. Bulk billing is used for approximately 70% of services for which Medicare benefits are paid.89

Australian nurses have pressured governments in an attempt to gain new prerogatives, such as the ability to refer patients to specialists, prescribe certain medications and perform diagnostic procedures.90 As in Canada, Australia faces the challenge of providing care in remote areas. The provision for nurse practitioners is seen as particularly necessary in rural areas where doctors are not always available to treat patients and nurses have had to act beyond their normal range of responsibilities in order to treat patients properly.91 As in Canada, Australia faces a shortage of nurses.92

HEALTH REFORM
Australia’s health care system has been described as unstable:93 oscillating “backward and forward between systems of public and private insurance and between systems of free, fee-based and means-tested hospital care.”94 While the system continues to be universal, the Commonwealth government is trying to encourage more individuals to purchase private insurance. To date, the Australian system prevents those who purchase private insurance from opting out of the public system (because those with private insurance still have to support the public system through taxes), but there are concerns this may change.95

There has been some movement towards contracting out and there are provisions for provider and service agreements in both the public and private sectors.96 Shifting from paying public hospitals on a global budget basis to a casemix basis is another example of a move that signals a possibly increased role for contracting out. Once state governments can compare the cost of a service in one hospital with the same service performed in another hospital, they may begin to contract with the lowest cost facility (which may include private hospitals). The rise of provider agreements between hospitals and private insurers, and service agreements between states and public hospitals may result in public hospitals becoming more entrepreneurial as they are forced to compete for contracts from the state and private insurers. Another “new” funding method has been to allow Commonwealth health funding to “follow the patient”, so that practitioners have some flexibility in where they treat the patient (at home or in the hospital).97
LESSONS FOR CANADA
1. Australia has similar health care outcomes, similar geography, etc. yet manages to spend less on health care than Canada does.
2. Australia has a national drug plan, managed and funded by the Commonwealth government, that whilst still providing for a significant amount of cost-sharing is a coherent national system that ensures access for those to whom cost would be a barrier.
3. Australia unlike Canada does not outright prohibit extra-billing for physician services but in response to financial incentives contained in contracts most physicians give up the right to extra-bill in exchange for a single pipe of public funding.
COUNTRY PROFILE: THE NETHERLANDS

FINANCING AND COSTS
The percentage of GDP expended on health care in the Netherlands has remained stable throughout the 1990s, increasing slightly from 8.4% of GDP in 1990 to 8.6% of GDP in 1998. However, total spending on health care per capita increased each year from 1990-1997; in constant $1995 there was close to a 20% increase in per capita spending, which tends to suggest that growth in the Dutch economy has been able to keep pace with growth in health care spending. The OECD records the percentage of public spending of total health care spending at 70.4% for 1998. This figure suggests that the Dutch system is a “single-payer” system similar to Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom and New Zealand. However, this figure misrepresents the Dutch government’s role for the figure includes within it the mandatory Sickness Fund Scheme, which is financed by employer and employee contributions and not through general taxation revenues. The government has only a very minor role in directly financing the system – directly funding less than 5% of total health care spending. Indirectly the government does have a significant role in the system by requiring certain groups to buy insurance and by regulating insurers.

HEALTH OUTCOMES
In terms of health outcomes, the Dutch fare relatively well, above the OECD average for infant mortality and life expectancy and just slightly below Canada on most indicators. Notwithstanding a good performance with respect to health indicators, there do appear to be some inequalities in health outcomes particularly for more recent immigrant groups like the Surinamese, Antilleans, Turks and Moroccans.

COVERAGE AND ACCESS ISSUES
The philosophical approach of the Dutch system is best described as “solidarity” and there is a strong commitment to ensuring access to health care on the basis of need and not ability to pay. However, the Dutch are much more open to using regulation of private insurance to ensure the goal of solidarity and whilst committed to progressive funding are not committed to public funding for its own sake. Despite the absence of universal insurance covering all citizens for basic hospital and physician services (as in Canada), nearly 100% of the population of the Netherlands has health insurance. Not only is health insurance coverage practically universal, it is also relatively free of user charges; only 7% of total health financing is attributable to out-of-pocket payments.

There are three important government-mandated insurance schemes:
1. the "Exceptional" or "Catastrophic" medical expenses scheme, which covers the entire population for long-term care and mental health care. The premium is set as a percentage of employees’ wages and is paid by the employer. Patients may be required to make co-payments for certain services such as psychotherapy, nursing home care and home care.
2. the Sickness Fund scheme, covering hospital and physician services, drugs, and home care. The scheme ensures coverage for about 64% of the population by mandating that all those earning less than 64,600 Guilders in 1999 have an insurance policy with a Sickness Fund. There are 25 non-profit, regionally based, Sickness Funds. Employers and employees share the cost of this plan and the maximum premium levels are fixed by regulation. Since 1991 patients incur user charges if the drugs they purchase cost more than a reference price set by government regulation (which will cover the cost of the cheapest drug that is clinically effective). In 1997, a system of user charges was introduced but the annual amount of user
charges payable is capped at the low figure of 200 Dutch guilders per annum (100 Dutch guilders for the elderly) and there are exceptions for the chronically ill.\textsuperscript{108}

3. the Civil servant scheme which is mandatory for all civil servants (approximately 6\% of the population).\textsuperscript{109} This scheme is administered by twelve special private insurance arrangements, which covers all medicines and related products and hospital treatment and pays 80 to 90\% of other health care costs.\textsuperscript{110}

Approximately 30\% of the population (being those on the highest incomes) are free to purchase their own private insurance plan for hospital and physicians services and nearly all choose to do so. The main advantage of private insurance is that individuals have somewhat more choice about their premium and deductible levels but the benefit package is similar to that offered by Sickness Funds.\textsuperscript{111} Rather than implementing a mandatory universal scheme (as Canada has) for hospital and physician services the Dutch have chosen to deal with the problem of ensuring access by tightly regulating the private insurance market. Thus there is legislation requiring insurers to offer high-risk groups coverage and stipulating a maximum premium.\textsuperscript{112} The government also operates a system that spreads the cost of subsidizing premiums for the elderly and high-risk groups amongst all the privately insured.\textsuperscript{113} More recently legislation has been passed which sets the maximum premium for private insurance for an individual below the age of 65 at $200.90 Dutch Guilders per month. For an individual aged over 65, the maximum contribution is $251 Dutch Guilders per month.\textsuperscript{114}

The Dutch system appears to be a two-tier system; the same sort of system much-feared in Canada. However, it is not truly a two-tier system as those who purchase private insurance cannot fall back on the public system – the private system has to cover all needs and not just skim off the easier kinds of care like elective surgery as happens in the UK and New Zealand. Also, it is not two-tier as having private insurance or private financing does not enable Dutch citizens to jump queues in the public system. It is seen as against a physician’s ethical code to prefer a patient with private insurance to a patient without and both kinds of patients are treated side-by-side in the same hospitals.\textsuperscript{115}

Although there are concerns in the Netherlands with regard to growing waiting times for care, the Netherlands performs very well compared to other countries. Tuohy, Flood and Stabile found that 0.51\% of the Dutch population are recorded as being on waiting lists compared to 0.62\% in Canada, 0.8\% in Australia, and 2.48\% and 2.56\% recorded, respectively, in New Zealand and England.\textsuperscript{116}

**SUPPLY**

**Hospitals**

Most hospitals are privately owned and all operate on a non-profit basis. Many are affiliated with Protestant, Catholic or non-denominational religious orders. Relative to the average for OECD countries the Netherlands devotes a high proportion of health care spending to institutional care (hospitals, psychiatric facilities, nursing homes and other institutions).\textsuperscript{117} Spending on hospitals has remained steady in the period 1990-1998, falling slightly from 30.9\% to 30.6\%.\textsuperscript{118} The average length of stay in Dutch hospitals of 33.8 days is over twice as much as the OECD average of 12.2 days.\textsuperscript{119} The magnitude of this difference leads one to believe that it is as a result of the Dutch commitment to financing long-term care and its *Exceptional Medical Expenses* scheme rather than an excessive propensity to keep general patients in hospital.\textsuperscript{120}

Prices for hospital and other institutional services and fees for health care professionals are set during centralized negotiations between representatives of insurers and providers.\textsuperscript{121} Since 1983, Dutch hospitals have been funded pursuant to prospective annual global budgets negotiated with
representatives of private insurers and the Sickness Funds. These budgets cover both public and private patients and cover nearly all costs incurred by a hospital apart from specialists' fees. There are two steps involved in fixing a hospital’s budget. First, an estimate is made of what should be the operating costs of a hospital if it were efficient. Secondly, an allowance is made for changes in the population served by the hospitals and in the volume of operations performed. If a hospital’s budget is exceeded in any particular year then the budget is reduced by that amount in the following year. Since 1996, the Dutch government has introduced measures such as “flex-funding” in an attempt to encourage hospitals to invest in projects that would shorten the length of stay for patients and to give them more flexibility in spending their budgets. Hospitals are now allowed to keep some or all of the profits they make in a particular year.

**Providers**
The number of physicians in the Netherlands is around the OECD average. Family doctors are gatekeepers to the rest of the system and this gate-keeping role is credited with helping to restrain growth in total health expenditures. Sickness Funds pay family doctors on a capitation basis (an annual fee per person), the fee being uniformly set for the whole of the Netherlands by regulated negotiations between representatives of practitioners and insurers. Each Sickness Fund patient must choose a family doctor to register with from the list of those that the Fund has contracted with. Private insurers pay physicians on a fee-for-service basis. An important element of cost-control mechanisms in the Dutch system is the centralized process of negotiation of fees between insurers (the Sickness Funds Council and private insurers) with physicians. The Central Agency on Health Care Tariffs oversees and regulates these negotiations, which occur at a national level.

Sickness Funds pay specialists a fee per out-patient consultation that entitles the patient in question to one full month of treatment for the particular complaint or condition and if continuation of treatment is required beyond a month, then the specialist receives an additional fee. Also if in any year a specialist bills above an annual sum (agreed by the Sickness Funds and the National Specialists Association) then increasing amounts are clawed back. Private insurers reimburse specialists on a pure fee-for-service basis. Specialists who are employed by university hospitals and by psychiatric institutions are compensated on a salary basis. In 1997, the government introduced a proposal to fully integrate specialists into hospitals by abolishing their ability to directly charge Sickness Funds and patients for their services.

**HEALTH REFORM**
The Netherlands has been slowly implementing a version of managed competition reform since 1987 with a view to stimulating competition between Sickness Funds and private insurers, and injecting more competition into the system. A fuller discussion of the managed competition proposals is in the Management section of this Report.

Some important features of the managed competition proposals have been implemented but many have not. A new government assumed office in 1994 and in March 1995 yet another version of a managed care reform plan was published. Earlier versions of the managed competition reform proposals had provided for the integration of acute and long-term care and proposed extending the Exceptional Medical Expenses scheme so that it covered all general medical expenses. However, there was concern about how to assess accurately the risk of the need for long-term care as it requires a projection many years into the future. It seems to be accepted that it may be better for these sorts of services to be provided independently of a competition-oriented scheme. As a consequence, the 1995 reforms provide for the retention of a separate Exceptional Medical Expenses scheme, albeit restricted to long-term care and mental health care.
With respect to services considered "curative basic care" the government is proceeding with earlier proposals for managed competition at least with regard to Sickness Funds but as yet has made no inroads with regard to private insurers. The government plans to increase the level of risk taken on by Sickness Funds. The Netherlands’ work on risk-adjusting premiums for Sickness Funds is of particular relevance to Canada in considering how to fund Health Authorities or budget-holding groups of physicians and other health care providers.

LESSONS FOR CANADA
1. In contrast to Canada, the universal compulsory scheme in the Netherlands covers long term care and mental health care. This “Exceptional Medical Expenses” scheme deserves special consideration as Canada struggles with structuring long term and home care programs.
2. As Canada considers the reality that there is resistance to increase taxes in order to create national Pharmacare and Home Care programs the experience of the Netherlands is of particular interest. Through mandatory insurance programs, with contributions from employers and employees, the Dutch manage to have a system that is largely progressively financed but not publicly financed from general taxation revenues.
3. The Netherlands’ work on risk-adjusting premiums for Sickness Funds is of particular relevance to Canada in considering how to fund Health Authorities or budget-holding groups of physicians and other health care providers.
COUNTRY PROFILE: NEW ZEALAND

FINANCING AND COSTS
Relative to Canada, New Zealand has always spent less on health care both in real terms and as a percentage of GDP. New Zealand’s total health care spending absorbed 8.1% of GDP in 1998, slightly below the OECD average of 8.2%. Of the six countries under study New Zealand also records the lowest figure for per capita health care spending measured in PPPs (see the Table in the US Profile). However, in recent times the rate of growth in spending has increased and between 1988 and 1998, the average growth rate in per capita spending was 6.1% per annum compared to an OECD average of 4.8%. Health care spending is budgeted to increase by 4.4% in 2000/2001.

The New Zealand system is predominately publicly funded but the share of public funding has fallen from 88% in 1980 to 77.1% in 1998. Amongst the OECD countries, the fall in public funding in New Zealand was the most dramatic. This can be largely attributed to the fact that public spending has been historically more concentrated in the hospital sector than in other nations. The contraction of this sector (due to technological change and a deliberate policy of fiscal constraint) thus resulted in sharp decline. As in Canada, there is variation in the public/private mix depending on the type of health care service. For example, in 1998/99, the government paid for almost 100% of public hospital costs but only 61% of community care (personal care including family doctor visits). Private insurance accounted for 6.2% of total health care spending in 1998/99. Although overall still a small proportion, private insurance is much more important in the funding of particular health care services such as non-emergency surgical services, specialist services, and family doctor charges.

HEALTH OUTCOMES
New Zealand has not performed as well as Canada (and many other developed countries) on health outcome measures. For example, New Zealand’s infant mortality rate of 7.4 per 1000 live births in 1996 was significantly higher than the 5.8, 6.0 and 6.1 deaths per 1000 recorded respectively in Australia, Canada, and the UK. However, this rate fell to 6.8 per 1000 live births in 1997 and again to 5.7 per 1000 live births in 1998 bringing New Zealand into line with the other countries referred to. New Zealand performs relatively poorly in terms of years of potential life lost. New Zealand’s figure of 5155.6 potential years of life lost per 100,000 in 1996 was significantly higher than the figures of 4454.8, 4274.1, and 4122.7 recorded respectively in the UK, Canada and the Netherlands. Despite overall improvements in New Zealand’s mortality rates over the course of the last century there have been different rates of change between social groups. Also, the Maori have much higher mortality and morbidity rates compared to the rest of the population.

COVERAGE AND ACCESS ISSUES
The philosophical approach is that care should be allocated on the basis of need and not ability to pay. However, there are limitations to how far this principle is applied -- there are significant user charges for family doctor care and a two-tier system is allowed so that people with private insurance or resources can buy care in private hospitals and avoid queuing in the public sector.

In New Zealand, most people have to pay the full cost of a visit to their family doctor (although 37% have private insurance to help cover these costs.) There are government subsidies for those on lower incomes and those with chronic illness but they still only cover about half of the fee charged by family doctors. In the period 1980 to 1998/9, the percentage of total health care spending paid out-of-pocket by patients increased from 10.4% to 15.9%. The amount paid for out-of-pocket health care expenses varies considerably depending on the type of service in...
question. Out-of-pocket payments amounted to 10% of total spending on public institutional care, 28% of drug spending, 30% of spending on family doctor services and 58% of specialists’ visits.\(^{157}\) Approximately 37% of New Zealanders purchase private insurance in order to avoid long queues for non-emergency surgery in public hospitals and to cover the cost of user charges.\(^{158}\) However, although 59% of households with incomes in the top fifth purchased private insurance, only 13% of those in the bottom fifth did so.\(^{159}\)

What has been the impact on user charges to access to care? In a 2000 study, it was found that New Zealanders perceived inequities in access to care, with significantly more problems reported by those with below-average incomes. The rate of not getting needed care was 2.5 times higher among below-average income groups than high-income groups (17% compared to seven percent). Waiting times and scarcity of resources were cited as presenting the most serious barriers to care for below-average income groups.\(^{160}\) Grant et al. found that user charges act as a barrier to access for some sectors of the population and that New Zealanders are less able to access basic primary care than people in the UK, Canada, and Australia.\(^{161}\) Some targeted measures have been taken to address these concerns and since 1996, visits to family doctors have been free for children under 6.

The growth of waiting lists has been of significant concern in New Zealand, particularly for non-emergency surgical services. Relative to other countries, New Zealand records a very high rate of its population on waiting lists in the public sector.\(^{162}\)

**SUPPLY**

**Hospitals**

New Zealand’s public hospitals are truly “public” in that they are owned by the government. New Zealand has historically devoted a relatively high proportion of total health expenditures to hospital services but this has fallen over time. In 1991, funding for hospitals and other institutions comprised nearly 73% of central government health spending\(^{163}\) but by 1997/98 this had declined to 60.2%.\(^{164}\) There are 10,934 beds in private hospitals compared to 12,469 beds in public hospitals.\(^{165}\) Private hospitals tend to concentrate most heavily on elective surgery, leaving the public sector to deal with acute and emergency care.\(^{166}\)

**Providers**

Specialists working within public hospitals are paid on a salary basis and cannot charge patients additional fees. There are no such restrictions on specialists working outside of public hospitals. Many specialists work in both the public hospitals (where they are paid a salary) and in the private sector (where they are paid on a fee-for-service basis). Since spending additional effort in the private sector will directly translate into additional income specialists may have little incentive to reduce waiting lists in the public hospitals.\(^{167}\)

Family doctors are private contractors and are predominantly paid on a fee-for-service basis. Unlike Canada, physicians are entitled to extra-bill. The government pays a subsidy to family doctors, which is meant to reduce what patients have to pay out-of-pocket. The real value of the government's subsidy has fallen from around 75% of the total fee when it was first introduced in 1941 to an average of less than 20%.\(^{168}\) Not all patients are subsidized, so family doctors charge patients for part, or all, of a consultation.\(^{169}\) The government's subsidy of family doctor care was increased in October 1988 and again in September 1990 for children, the elderly, and the chronically ill. Since internal market reform in 1993, about 80% of family doctors have become members of Independent Practitioner Associations or “Budget-holders”.\(^{170}\) These are physician
groups of varying size paid on a capitated basis by the government and expected to fund the cost of specified services for their patients such as drugs, diagnostic texts, x-rays etc.

New Zealand has a ‘no-fault’ accident compensation scheme\(^{171}\) that compensates for the full medical costs of accident victims and up to 80 percent of lost earnings.\(^{172}\) “As a result of the no-fault accident compensation scheme physicians are protected from civil claims for damages that arise directly or indirectly from medical misadventure.\(^{173}\)

**HEALTH REFORM**

In 1993, following on the heels of similar reforms in the UK, New Zealand embarked on what is known as “internal market reform.” The goal was to split the purchaser and provider roles of Health Authorities so that the Authorities no longer had an incentive to prefer financing services from the public hospitals they managed rather than other potentially more efficient providers. Internal market reform required government-appointed purchasers (initially four Regional Health Authorities and subsequently one central Health Funding Authority) to bargain and enter into contracts with competing public and private health service providers. The Health Funding Authority was the sole purchaser of publicly funded health services and was required to buy a comprehensive range of health and disability services on behalf of all New Zealand citizens. A split was created between the purchasing and provision of hospital and other health services so that the Health Funding Authority was not permitted to provide health services directly. On the other side of the split were public hospitals which were managed by crown corporations called “Crown Health Enterprises” or “CHEs”. These “CHEs” were meant to act much more like private firms and compete with each other and private providers for supply contracts with the Health Funding Authority. In addition ‘Budget-holders’ or ‘Independent Practice Associations’ were established (discussed above).

November 1999 saw the election of Labour/Alliance coalition government and yet another round of major reforms. The 1999/2000 reforms mark a move away from the competitive and market-driven approach. The Minister of Health has said that the latest reforms mark the beginning of a return to a “genuine public health service” for New Zealand.\(^{174}\) The latest reforms largely return the New Zealand system to the pre-1993 configuration with District Health Boards (DHBs) performing the dual functions of managing public hospitals and managing government funds with which to purchase most hospital and other secondary services in their respective areas. Thus, the provider and purchaser functions are to be recombined in one entity for each of the districts. Unlike the old Area Health Boards, however, the new DHBs will also have responsibility for funding primary care, which is a very important step in terms of integration of care. The latest reforms continue to place a heavy emphasis on governance and accountability mechanisms including performance expectations, incentives and sanctions, and mechanisms to ensure delivery of government’s goals, targets and service standards.

New Zealand’s experience with internal market reform has been very mixed and merits close analysis as Canadian provinces like Ontario and Alberta experiment with competitive contracting out. The reforms certainly did not achieve the efficiency gains originally hoped for. Nonetheless some benefits were achieved particularly in terms of the generation of information and the integration of funding in one purchasing agent in a region. Moreover, mistakes were made in the implementation of health reform in New Zealand, which Canadian provinces should endeavor to avoid. For example, very little attention was paid to the incentives that managers within Health Authorities would have to change the status quo and engage in hard bargaining with competing public and private providers. Also insufficient attention was paid to ensuring that Health Authorities would have the necessary cost and quality information needed to engage in effective bargaining and to monitor performance.
LESSONS FOR CANADA
1. User charges for family doctor care seem to be correlated with inequitable access and possibly with poor health care outcomes.
2. Allowing a two-tier system does not seem to reduce pressure or waiting lists in the public sector as waiting lists in New Zealand's public system are much longer than in Canada's.
3. New Zealand’s experiment with internal market reform bears close examination as the provinces of Ontario and Alberta consider experimenting with competitive contracting out within a publicly funded system. In particular it is important to consider what incentives and information purchasers of care (be they Health Authorities or Ministries of Health or groups of providers) have.
COUNTRY PROFILE: UNITED KINGDOM

FINANCING AND COSTS
The UK exemplifies a "command and control" system, which is one in which government not only finances most care but is also heavily involved in managing the delivery of services. Health scholars often associate “command and control” systems with the capacity to control costs and the UK has consistently spent less on health care than many other developed countries. In 1998, the UK spent 6.7% of GDP on health care services compared to an OECD average of 8.2%.\(^{175}\) However, in March 2000 the New Labour government announced that spending would increase to bring it into line with the European average of 8% of GDP.\(^{176}\) New Labour anticipates that the National Health Service (“NHS”) will grow by a third in real terms over five years.\(^{177}\)

Although the percentage of health care paid for by the public sector has declined the UK still has one of the higher percentages of public funding in the OECD. In 1999, government funded 84.2% of total health care spending.\(^{178}\) In introducing the new NHS Plan in July 2000, Tony Blair said that the government had examined alternative methods of funding but had concluded that alternatives would be inefficient and that modernization of the NHS was what was required, not its dismantling.\(^{179}\) Expenditures by private-for-profit insurers as a proportion of total health care expenditures is small at 3.2% in 1990, rising to 3.5% by 1998.\(^{180}\)

HEALTH OUTCOMES
Although the UK spends a lot less on health care as a percentage of GDP than countries of similar wealth it nonetheless performs around the OECD average with regard to health outcomes. This suggests that it is a very efficient system although on certain health indicators it does not perform as well as its European neighbours.\(^{181}\) For example, there are concerns about the relatively poor outcomes for various forms of cancer in the UK compared to other European countries.\(^{182}\)

ACCESS AND COVERAGE ISSUES
The basic philosophical principle of the NHS is that care should be allocated on the basis of need and not ability to pay.\(^{183}\) There are fewer explicit limitations on this principle than in other countries. Unlike New Zealand, there are no user charges for family doctor care. Also unlike Canada, the NHS provides coverage for the cost of prescription drugs although there is a flat rate user charge (6.00 pounds per item) but 60% of the population are exempt from these charges and 80% of prescriptions are in fact dispensed to those who are exempt.\(^{184}\) User charges (out-of-pocket payments) by patients accounted for a mere 3.4% of total health care expenditures in 1990 and declined to 2.7% in 1995. By comparison, in 1998, user charges accounted for 17.7% of total health care expenditures in the US, 22.9% in New Zealand and 5.9% in the Netherlands.\(^{185}\) The 1998 figures are not available for Canada, however, the 1997 figure was 17.1%. Unlike Canada, the UK does allow a two-tier system where those who have private resources can buy care (mainly elective surgery) in private hospitals and jump long queues in the public hospitals. The proportion of the population with private health insurance has historically been small but has steadily grown in recent years to 11.5% in 1999.\(^{186}\) The percentages of professionals, employers and managers with private insurance is significantly higher than the rest of the population.\(^{187}\)

Although the UK seems to perform reasonably well with regard to aggregate health outcomes, there are significant concerns with regard to the timelines within which care is delivered. In particular, the growth and management of waiting lists for elective (non-emergency) surgery continues to be an issue of huge public concern.\(^{188}\) Compared to other countries, the UK records a very high percentage of its population on waiting lists -- 2.56%.\(^{189}\)
SUPPLY
What distinguishes the UK from most other systems is government’s obligation to supply health care services and not simply to insure citizens. The direct line of hierarchy between the government and regional and district authorities has resulted in government being held accountable at the highest level for small difficulties within the system and has politicized decisions such as the rationalization of the hospital sector.\textsuperscript{190}

Hospitals
The government owns public hospitals in the UK. Prior to internal market reform in the 1990s public hospitals were funded by way of block budgets based on historical expenditures. Consequently, there was a perverse incentive against improving efficiency as this may have resulted in a reduction in funding in the following financial year and/or resulted in more referrals but with no more resources to deal with these new patients.\textsuperscript{191} Capped hospital budgets also provided incentives for cost shifting. For example, specialists based in public hospitals referred patients back to their family doctors who were not subject to the same budget limitations for either the cost of their own services or for the pharmaceuticals they prescribed.\textsuperscript{192} Long and growing waiting lists for elective surgery can also be viewed as a form of cost shifting on to patients. Internal market reform implemented in 1991 sought to address these difficulties and provided for the establishment of public hospitals as self-governing “NHS Trusts” (which are not trusts in the legal sense but crown companies). These NHS Trusts had to compete with each other and private hospitals for contracts with Regional Health Authorities. The 1989 reforms also saw the abolition of District Health Authorities and Family Practitioner Committees. (See further the discussion under Health Reform Initiatives below.)

Between 1990 and 1998 the number of private hospitals increased from 200\textsuperscript{193} to 248.\textsuperscript{194} As in New Zealand, private hospitals only provide elective surgery leaving public hospitals total responsibility for the provision of acute and emergency care.

Providers
Specialists in the public sector are paid on a salary basis and also may receive "distinction awards" that can result in an increase of their salary of between 40 to 95\%.\textsuperscript{195} Specialists may work part-time in private hospitals (generally on a fee-for-service basis) although their primary employer remains the NHS. As in New Zealand, since spending additional effort in the private sector will directly translate into additional income specialists may have little incentive to reduce waiting lists in the public hospitals.

Family doctors are treated as independent private contractors even although they are publicly financed. Every individual in the UK is enrolled with a family doctor. Patients are free to select a family doctor from the NHS list subject to the doctor's consent. Historically, family doctors have been paid using a mixture of three methods. First, practitioners received a basic practice allowance or salary (which was larger for practitioners locating in those areas viewed as being under-serviced). Second, they received a capitation payment per registered patient (with three levels of payment depending on the age of the patient). And, finally, they received specific fee-for-service payments for particular preventive services.\textsuperscript{196}

Pursuant to internal market reform and the implementation of General Practitioner (GP) Fundholding there was a significant shift in the role and responsibilities of family doctors as they become purchasers of care and had financial incentives to consider the costs and benefits of the care they recommended or prescribed. The New Labour Reforms, although dismantling GP Fundholding, still seek to enhance the role of family doctors as commissioners (purchasers) of care but extend this role to include practice nurses.
HEALTH REFORM
Most of the policy changes in the 1990s in Britain focused on re-organization within the public sector rather than on the public/private balance. The key part of internal market reform in the UK, as in New Zealand, was splitting the purchaser and provider roles of the District Health Authorities which had formerly been responsible for purchasing all hospital care and managing all the public hospitals in their district. In the reformed system 100 health authorities were expected to be transformed into proactive purchasers and contract out to competing public and private providers. On the supply side, public hospitals were transformed into crown corporations ("NHS trusts") with the power to vary salary packages for employees and to borrow capital within annual financing limits. Public hospitals no longer received a more or less automatic operating budget and were expected to compete with each other and private providers for contracts with the Health Authorities to supply services. An initially small component of the reforms, but one that gained increasing importance was GP Fundholding where groups of family doctors received capitated budgets and funding responsibility for a range of care (drugs, diagnostic tests, elective surgery, etc.) for all the patients enrolled with them. By 1997, there were 3,500 GP Fundholders, involving around 15,000 family doctors, acting as purchasers for approximately 50% of the population for a limited range of health care services. GP Fundholding gave family doctors a financial incentive to consider the costs and benefits of the different services they prescribed or recommended.

With the exception of the GP Fundholding scheme, the internal market reforms proved to be less transformative of the system than might have been expected from the boldness of the new design. The New Labour government elected in 1997 announced yet further reforms, the most significant of which was the abolishment of GP Fundholders from 1 April 1999 and the creation of "Primary Care Groups" (PCGs). The latter are large groups of family doctors (50-60 family doctors from 20 or so different practices) and practice nurses. On 1 April 1999, 481 PCGs began life in England, with a patient population ranging from 46,000 to 257,000 but with the average being 100,000. Each PCG has available their population's share of funding for hospital and community health care services, the budget for prescribing by family doctors and nurses, and the budget which reimburses family doctors for the cost of their practice staff premises and computers. Thus, the PCGs do not control payments to family doctors for the services they provide and family doctors retain their 'independent contractor status'. However, the New Labour government has expressed enthusiasm about extending a pilot project under which family doctors cease to be independent contractors and become employees.

LESSONS FOR CANADA
1. The UK has a very low percentage of health care spending coming from private sources, it manages to include prescription drugs with minimal user charges in its publicly funded plan, and it spends a lot less on health care than Canada does.
2. Although the UK has a two-tier system allowing those with private resources to jump queues in the public system, the existence of a two-tier option does not seem to reduce pressure on the public system where there are very long waiting lists for care.
3. As in New Zealand, the experience with internal market reform in the UK has been very mixed. The reform initiative that has had the most impact was the creation of GP Fundholding. This initiative, which gave family doctors a financial incentive to consider the costs and benefits of the different services they prescribed or recommended is worthy of careful attention as Canada considers how best to engage in primary health care reform.
CONCLUSION

Canada is unique in the developed world as it prevents a "two-tier" system in which people can buy privately hospital and physician services that are covered in the public system. Consequently there is almost 100% public funding for hospital and physician services; however as technology has advanced and the site of care has increasingly shifted from hospitals and into communities and homes other kinds of care, like drug therapy and home care, have become increasingly important. The latter kinds of care have high rates of private financing and are not protected by the provisions of the Canada Health Act thus allowing varying standards across provinces in terms of access and quality. Increasingly questions are asked about the sustainability of Medicare and whether it is possible to modernize and reform the system without a cost explosion. What can Canada learn from other countries in this regard?

The US is the only developed country to leave a significant proportion of the population (16.3%) without any health insurance yet it spends more on health care than any other country. The US system demonstrates that increased private financing does not equate with reduced health care spending. Thus any argument made in Canada that increased private financing is needed because of growing health care spending must take account of the fact that increased private spending may mean increases in total health care spending. The US system also shows that increased health care spending does not necessarily equate with better health care outcomes or necessarily a higher volume of services (Canadians seem to receive more every-day or basic health care services whilst Americans may receive more invasive, expensive surgical services). Increased health care spending, however, seem to be associated with higher prices for physician and hospital services. On a more positive note, the managed care revolution in the US has caused concerns about access and quality; however, some of these experiences are worthy of consideration if Canada can adopt these initiatives in a manner that is consistent with its values of equity and universal access. Canada should view the US system as a laboratory of different reform initiatives from which it can select the best.

Given the geographic and constitutional similarities of Canada and Australia, the Australian health care system merits close scrutiny. The ratio of public to private spending is similar to Canada’s but there is more private financing of hospital and physician services and greater public financing of drugs than in Canada. There are an array of safety nets in place designed to ensure that user charges do not deter access to care for the disadvantaged and chronically ill. Of particular interest, is the voluntary bulk-billing arrangements with physicians, which effectively eliminate user charges for physician care for most Australians. Also of particular interest is the fact that Australia spends less on health care than Canada but has a national drug plan (managed and funded by the Commonwealth government). The drug plan requires significant out-of-pocket payments but with a system of safety nets so that it is a coherent national system that ensures access for those to whom cost may be a barrier.

The Dutch system relies to a significant degree on private insurance yet nonetheless manages to achieve near universal coverage. In contrast to Canada, the universal compulsory scheme in the Netherlands covers long term care and mental health care. This “Exceptional Medical Expenses” scheme deserves special consideration as Canada struggles with structuring long term and home care programs. If there is resistance to increased taxes or government spending, even in order to fund national pharmacare and home care programs, then the experience of the Netherlands is of particular interest. Through mandatory insurance programs, with contributions from employers and employees, the Dutch manage to have a system that is largely progressively financed but not publicly financed from general taxation revenues. The Netherlands’ work on risk-adjusting
premiums for Sickness Funds is also of particular relevance to Canada in considering how to fund Health Authorities or budget-holding groups of physicians and other health care providers.

The New Zealand system has a higher level of public funding than in Canada and has historically been a cheaper system. However, it imposes user charges for family doctor services resulting in inequitable access to the system. 37% of New Zealanders have private insurance allowing them to jump long public sector queues and to cover user fees. Allowing a two-tier system does not seem to reduce waiting lists in the public sector, as waiting lists in New Zealand's public system are much longer than in Canada's. New Zealand’s experiment with internal market reform bears close examination as the provinces of Ontario and Alberta consider experimenting with competitive contracting out within a publicly funded system. In particular it is important to consider what incentives and information purchasers of care (be they Health Authorities or Ministries of Health or groups of providers) have.

The UK system relies very heavily on public financing and is, relatively, an inexpensive system and records good health care outcomes but has had great difficulty in ensuring access to timely care and records long waiting lists. Unlike Canada the UK includes prescription drugs in its publicly funded plan. Although the UK relies much more on public financing than Canada, approximately 10% of the population has private insurance allowing those people to avoid long public sector queues for elective surgery. The existence of a two-tier option does not seem to reduce pressure on the public system where there are very long waiting lists for care. As in New Zealand, the experience with internal market reform in the UK has been very mixed. The reform initiative that has had the most impact was the creation of GP Fundholding. This initiative, which gives family doctors a financial incentive to consider the costs and benefits of the different services they prescribe or recommend is worthy of careful attention as Canada considers how best to engage in primary health care reform.

Canada is at an important crossroad in deciding how best to reform its publicly funded health care system. Medicare has served Canadians well, meeting Canadian values of fairness and equity. However, its sustainability is increasingly being tested by changes in technology and demographics and the system needs to be modernized and reformed so that it is able to respond to health care needs regardless of the site of care or the nature of the provider. There is much to be learnt from close consideration of other countries' experiences with reform, both the failures and the successes. Although some will argue that the Canadian context is unique such that one cannot transplant international experiences, it is striking that many of the calls for reform in Canada (e.g. competitive contracting out, greater use of private for-profit providers, primary care reform, user charges), mimic reform initiatives that have already occurred or are underway in other countries. Rather than repeating the same mistakes, Canadian policy-makers should keep in mind the words of Publius Syrus, from 42 B.C., and "learn to see in another's calamity the ills which you should avoid." This will require a much more detailed analysis of the reforms that have occurred than is possible here but it is hoped that this paper has served to identify what are likely to be the most fruitful areas of study.
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